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Accepted : 20 Dec 2023 | In the world of IoT, it is involving many devices, each Node needs to send/receive the data from/to Datacenter. The Lora Gateway is usually used to achieve that communication. There are many ways to implement the Lora Gateway, it may use available Lora Gateway in the market. This method may be faster but need to have an extra fee, especially when many gateways are needed. Another method is by using the available GSM Network, this may lead fast but require managing Simcard at each Node. Some methods select to build the Lora Gateway by themself, but this requires some development and integration. To compensate those problem, this project is involved. The aim is to prove, that it is possible to build a Low-Cost Lora Gateway based on Time Division with the help of on .Net Core programing. As of today .Net Core can run in the Linux OS environment smoothly, hence building Lora Gateway based on Time Division using .Net Core is very possible to be done. By developing for all devices using .Net Core the communication data across the device is easy to achieve. It is because all projects in each device reference to the same library, in which contains the same data entities and services. This project proves that building a Low-Cost Lora Gateway based Time Division using .Net Core are relatively easy and fast. The fee to build the Lora Gateway is less compared to using available Gateway in the market or using GSM Gateway per node. |
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A. Introduction

There are many ways to build the Lora Gateway for IoT Communication. It can directly use available gateway hardware in the market, for example using RAK831 [1] [2], but the cost is relatively expensive. If many Node sensors are away from each other then need many gateways to be set up. The other way is by using an available IoT gateway provider, for example using GSM Network [3]. Building IoT using this type of network can be cheap if the Node sensor is not many, but, if many Nodes, it needs to place the Simcard in each Node, so maintenance of many sim cards is not easy. Besides, the Lora hardware and communication protocol should comply with the GSM provider. Another method of building the Gateway is from available open-source Arduino [4]. Another method other than the Gateway is creating a multi-hop device using Arduino [5]. Since both methods use Arduino code, as Arduino is designed for Embedded, not for the Server, so it will have a challenge in doing data exchange with the Server.

To compensate above, therefore this project is done. This project is to build a low-cost Lora Gateway DIY based Time Division using the .Net Core environment. Developing DIY Gateway is consuming time, especially when handling the communication data between devices across IoT networks. This project gives proof of concept that building Gateway based Time Division using the .Net Core environment can be done smoothly with fast development and easy integration. The cost can be suppressed as much as possible. In the [1] [2] it cost arround IDR 4 million per gateway [6]. Where as in [3], the 4G module arround IDR 500,000 per node. In the next session will be calculated how many fee will be used to implement this approach.

B. Research Method

The research method consists of 4 steps. The first is to survey the available Gateway that is used in the current phase. The second is analyzing and selecting methods that can be implemented successfully and efficiently. The third is designing the architecture of the selected method. Fourth is implementing the architecture (Procure hardware, Assembly the hardware, programming, and testing).

B.1. Survey of Available Lora Gateway for IoT Communication

The term Gateway means, it can handle data from/to multiple Clients. The client can connect via the gateway and the client can send/receive data to Data Center. The gateway act as a bridge, so that the data traffic can flow. There are many types of the gateway in terms of technology and market availability. The survey that has been conducted in the online market at least cost 2.8 million rupias per Gateway. The Gateway includes the 4G connection to connect to the internet, e.g Lora Gateway S281. Figure 1 is the architecture for Lora Gateway S281 [7]. It has a 4G and can be connected to multiple Lora Clients. The project to use this Gateway is available at [8].
Another product that was close to the Lora Gateway before is RAK831. The price is a bit more expensive than before. The advantages of this module are designed to work together with Raspberry Pi 3B+ [9], as shown in figure 2.

The project which is using the RAK831 can be seen in [10] [11] [12] [13]. The RAK831 has not been equipped with an internet connection module, so the user should provide the internet connection. The data can be flown to Raspberry, then Raspberry will handle the next stage, which is sending the data to the Data Center.
RHF0M301 is another choice that can be implemented as Lora Gateway for IoT Communication [14]. Like RAK831, it does not have an Internet connection yet. The project that uses this product can be seen in [15] [16] [17]. So it still needs help from other boards to handle the connection to the internet. Usually, a user uses Raspberry, like Figure 3 [14].

![Figure 3. RHF0M301 with Raspberry Pi](image)

Another method is by developing the gateway from scratch [18] [19] [20], this has advantages, it can decrease the fee and the protocol is flexible. Since it uses the Arduino framework integration is challenging.

**B.2. Preliminary Design: Analyzing and Selecting Method**

The requirement is the client can connect to the Data Center, a client can send/receive the data to/from Data Center. Client Node should be able to connect to the Gateway, the distance is at least 1 KM away. The gateway can serve the client at least 3 Nodes simultaneously.

The above requirement can be used as a scope to achieve the building of the Low-Cost Lora Gateway. Another aspect that needs to take into account is maintainability and flexibility in terms of hardware assembly and programming of the device.

To achieve the above requirement is as follows (Function and Hardware): 1. To connect all Nodes (Lora Module SX1278), 2. To handle data traffic (Orange pi), 3. To communicate with the Datacenter (Modem 4G). Those three items are the backbone or important aspect of building the Lora Gateway. The cost will be less than 1.1 Million Rupiahs. Based on that cost this can be implemented.

Maintainability is about how the hardware and software can be maintained efficiently. Hardware should be able to be changed easily at a low cost if the hardware is damaged, so modularity is an important aspect. Unlike available gateway in the market, some of them put all those three items in one PCB. Software should be developed in the best environment as much as possible, which is known as clean code and supports debugging environment. Code should be easily adapted
and refactored according to the sensor or command data. So to achieve this Dot Net environment is selected.

Flexible is about how the device can be replaced by other devices. For example, Lora Module can be changed by more strong signal if required more distance. It is by simply changing the Lora Module. Orange Pi can be replaced by another module that is based on Linux Environment. More, it can be changed by a custom ARM board by developing our own custom Linux board. Modem 4G can be replaced by another Modem, or even can be upgraded to use 5G modem or just use GSM network. Those such criteria fulfill the flexibility requirement.

B.3 Architecture Design

Figure 4 is the overview of the architectural design of this project. Data Center and UI are included to show how the Gateway is communicate with the data center via the internet through MQTT Broker. As shown the figure 4 Node is connected to the Gateway via transceivers of the LoRa long-range modem. To connect all nodes to the gateway, all modems should be set in the same parameter.

![Diagram of Lora Gateway in IoT System](image)

**Figure 4.** Big Design Overview of Lora Gateway in IoT System

The Gateway should manage the communication between them based on Time Division. To make sure the communication can be done, the Gateway is
managing the time slot to each Node. For example, the first 10 seconds are given to Node 1, then the next 10 seconds are given to Node 2, and so forth. The Gateway will know which device which is currently connected. After receiving data from Node the Gateway will forward the data to the Datacenter via Modem 4G. The Gateway is acting as MQTT Client to connect the MQTT Broker.

The hardware detail which is used to achieve the design is as follows: 1. Lora Module SX1278 in Figure 5, 2. Orange pi zero in Figure 6, 3. Modem 4G in Figure 7.

![Figure 5. E32-433T30D Lora Module](image)

![Figure 6. Orange pi Zero](image)

![Figure 7. E3372 Megafone Modem](image)

Lora Module is using SX1278 IC, frequency is about 410~441MHz, Power 21~30dBm, Distance 8.0km, UART Interface, E32-433T30D is adopted LoRa spread spectrum technology [20].

The software project is separated into 5 categories as shown in Figure 8. NodeLoraApp will be placed in each Node using OrangePi, GatewayLoraApp will be placed in the Gateway, AQSServer will be placed in DataCenter, and AQSClient will be placed in the User Interface.
ShareLibs is the **Models/Entities** that is referenced by all project. To make it easy in maintain, debug and data exchange the Dot Net Core is selected. All projects are using the Dot Net Core environment so that all projects can reference the ShareLibs as shown in Figure 9. ShareLibs has the functionality to encode and decode the data. Each project can use the functionality (BinaryDataFormater) with the same code so that uniform and consistent data can be maintained easily.

**Figure 8. Software Project IoT**

C. Result and Discussion

In Figure 4, Gateway mainly consists of 3 components, they are Lora Module, OrangePi, and 4G Modem. Those components are connected via USB and UART. Lora Module and OrangePi are connected via Uart Port, Orange Pi, and 4G Modem is connected via USB port. To make it much more robust in terms of hardware wiring, Header Board is created, as shown in figure 10. To get the power 5 Volt from the solar panel, space for voltage step-down board from 12v to 5v is also reserved.

**Figure 9. Software Architecture**
Figure 11 is shown Lora Gateway after assembly with the Header Board. Compare to the other gateway, it is smaller. OrangePi is placed under the Header Board, on top of the header there is Lora Module, and the 4G Modem is just plugged into the USB Port of OrangePi.

Node is the main source to gather the data from various sensors or acts as an actuator to execute the command. For the testing purpose of this project, there are 5 different data type is gathered by the Node. They are CO, CO2, PM2.5,
Temperature, and Humidity. Figure 12 is the Node with the sensors which is mentioned. As Node is connected to the Gateway via Lora, the Node is also attached to the Lora Module with the same type as the Gateway has. So that communication between Node and the Gateway can be established.

![Image of Node](image)

**Figure 12.** Node (Sensor CO, CO2, PM2.5, Temperature, Humidity)

The .Net Core is used to program all the devices. The same environment is used mainly because the project also has a focus on how to make the code **maintainable** and **reuse** the code easily. Figure 13 shows that from the bottom Linux OS as the base, followed by .Net Core and then the Application Software that is made for this project.

![Software Architecture Diagram](image)

**Figure 13.** Software architecture

To transfer data from Node to Gateway is using binary format. A binary format is used to make sure the data is compact. Unlike ASCII format it is reserve
some more data to be transferred. Figure 14 is the method to format the data from the Model into the bitstream.

Figure 14. Formatting the data in Node

Converting from object data of class is relatively easy in C#, just use Marshal class from structure data to convert into a byte array. To get back the actual data, it is done on the Server. The extractor class is created to extract the byte array into a class object, that can be called from all projects inside the ShareLibs library.

Figure 15. Extracting the byte stream to object

Testing is done by simulation and runs in real hardware. .Net core is multiplatform, code can be compiled into windows and run on it. The test is done by running the executable file in windows. Run about 3 Nodes and 1 Gateway. All get data can be received successfully. Besides, tests also are done by executing the Node Application and Gateway application in real hardware. As shown in figure 11 and figure 12 real hardware that has been installing the .Net Core Application run
on Linux OS. The test was conducted in a few days, non-stop for 24 hours, and the result can acquire the data successfully.

Far-field testing has been done. Figure 16 shows the position of Gateway and Node 1. The distance between Gateway and Node 1 is about 1 KM away, and the data can still be sent by the Node to be received by the Gateway safely. Based on the requirement this test can be concluded successfully.

![Figure 16. Far-field testing communication between Gateway and Node](image)

The result of this project is about the software and hardware of Node, Gateway, and Server app for Datacenter. In terms of software, all programming is done using the same .Net Core environment with the C# language. As because all are using the same environment the integration and communication data between Node, Gateway and Server are easier to be done. This is because all Applications reference the same entity’s Data in a Library Project. The hardware consists of three main component modules, stacked modularly, which can be replaced or changed according to the need. For example, a 4G modem can be changed with a 5G modem or only a GSM modem. The Lora Module can be changed to the Higher gain Antenna, etc. Three component that is used to build the gateway is E32-433T30D, Orangepi, and Modem. The fee can be calculated is as follows:

1. E32-433T30D = IDR 130,000
2. Orangepi = IDR 400,000
3. Modem 4G = IDR 140,000

Total would be around IDR 670,000.
D. Conclusion

Building a Low-Cost Lora Gateway based on Time Division using .Net Core is successfully done. The development and integration are relatively easy and fast because all projects use the same environment. Duplication code can be avoided. All projects reference to the same data structures library so that communication data / data exchange is relatively easy to be done. The main modules contain 3 parts (LoraModule, OrangePi, and 4GModem), if the fee is sum-up, it is less than using available Gateway in the market or using GSM Gateway (in which each node need to have GSM device).
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